
Gerard Beloin
Note
Starting to look like a historical land mark.



Gerard Beloin
Note
Before. Stained with slippery algae.







Gerard Beloin
Note
Saw this house in Montpelier yesterday that is similar to 157 Gale Street. WOW! This is all wood. It is a state office building dated 1883. Impeccably maintained with your tax dollars.



Gerard Beloin
Note
Wide upper crown molding is very similar to 157 Gale St. 

Zoom in to see the big gap in valley joint of upper crown molding in the. Somebody screwed up.









Gerard Beloin
Note
Used template to make sure  the holes lined up.



Gerard Beloin
Note
Braced on each end and in the middle. 

3 hrs. later, I now feel safe.





Gerard Beloin
Note
Before. Shingles were hot today. Too hot to touch. Probably around 160 degrees.



Gerard Beloin
Note
Dormer siding is beat. It all needs to be replaced.









Gerard Beloin
Note
Lower crown molding is ALL loose. Crown molding is beat up bad. It needs to be completely removed and replaced with new lower crown molding.







Gerard Beloin
Note
Edge of roof deck is shot.



Gerard Beloin
Note
Step flashing was improperly installed on all 4 dormer corners.















Gerard Beloin
Note
The improper step flashing on the corner of the dormer lead to extensive rot of this joist. This is the first rotten joist I have found since I started. I will be sistering a joist to it to give it strength. This type of rot is caused by years of leaks. 



Gerard Beloin
Note
Rot extends to the outside wood work, but only on the inside surface. I will be able to repair this without replacing the board. This board is supported by the ginger bread braces. I'm glad I don't have to replace it. 



Gerard Beloin
Note
Safe! 

I get up and down from the other side.



Gerard Beloin
Note
Diner was bloody rare venison liver slow cooked in butter, garlic salt and pepper. Yum. Kenny was all over it too.


